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Screening and Attraction of Dust Particles in Plasmas
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The potential around a dust particle in a plasma is found using the collisional hydrodynamic equations
of dusty plasmas, taking into account ion-dust and ion-neutral collisions and considering the plasma
source proportional to the dust density. The linear screening is strongly influenced by the collisions and
can substantially differ from Debye screening. Attraction of negatively charged dust particles can occur
due to overscreening by the ion fluxes in the presence of friction forces.
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The collective effects on dust-dust interactions in plas-
mas [1] can modify the usual Debye screening and result in
long range attraction of negative dust particles [2,3], com-
pletely different from the ‘‘shadow’’ and ‘‘wakefield’’
attractions, which are not due to collective effects. In a
plasma with � � Ti=Te � 1 (where Te; Ti are the electron
and ion temperatures) and the plasma Debye length is
essentially given by the ion Debye length �Di, as shown
in [2], for the case where the plasma source is proportional
to the electron density, the screening length can be of the
order of the electron Debye length �De (��Di) and dust-
dust attraction exists. A review of collective attraction is
given in [4]. Dust ordered structures were observed in
thermal dusty plasma under atmospheric pressure and
temperatures of 1700–2200 K [5,6]. In such conditions,
the dust charging occurs not only collecting electrons and
ions, but also emitting electrons. Numerical simulations
also predict that attractive potentials for positive charges
are formed around positively charged grains in the pres-
ence of thermionic emission [7]. Lampe et al. [8,9] have
shown that it is important to include the effects of trapped
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ions to investigate the charging and shielding of dust grains
in collisional plasmas. A recent paper [10] has been dedi-
cated to the orbital theory of the shielding potential around
a dust grain, including the effects of emission, but neglect-
ing the collisions and the collective dust-dust interactions.
In many astrophysical problems and in experiments where
the plasma source is radioactivity or photo-ionization of
the dust particles, the plasma source is proportional to the
dust—not to the electron—density and the condition � �
1 is often valid. It is shown here that, for negatively charged
dust grains, the screening length can substantially exceed
the plasma Debye length and dust-dust attraction is pos-
sible, due to collisional and collective interactions, thus
extending the first investigation of [2].

The potential ��r� around dust particles of radius ad and
negative equilibrium charge qeq � �eZd (e > 0 is the
elementary charge) in a plasma is calculated using the
ion fluid equations which take into account ion-dust and
ion-neutral collisions [11]:
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where mi; e; Ti are the mass, charge, and temperature
(energy units) of ions, ni and ui the density and fluid
velocity, and E � �r� the field due to a ‘‘test’’ dust
particle perturbing the equilibrium state of a dusty plasma
with dust, electron, and ion densities indicated by
nd; ne0; n0, respectively. In the present model, the back-
ground dust grains are essentially represented as a continu-
ous, immovable, uniform ‘‘dust medium,’’ which is a
source and sink for ions, and produces friction forces on
the ions. On this medium is then superposed a single
additional discrete dust grain, and we follow the ion re-
sponse. It is worth noting that the effect of trapped ions has
been neglected. This assumption is well justified if the
mean kinetic energy of the ions is greater than the binding
potential, as occurs in the linear regime considered below.
The nonlinear regime has been considered in [12]. In the
continuity Eq. (1) the right-hand side accounts for the
presence of a source (s) and a sink of ions, ��d;i being the
fluid frequency for ion absorption on dust. In the momen-
tum Eq. (2) the right-hand side accounts for friction forces
due to ion-dust charging collisions (~�ch

d;i), Coulomb colli-
sions (~�d;i), and to ion-neutral collisions (�n;i).

Expressions for the ion-dust collision frequencies in
terms of the ion equilibrium distribution function are given
in [11], where the collisional plasma hydrodynamic equa-
tions have been derived from the kinetic theory which
consistently takes into account the collisions with dust
particles.
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The dust density is assumed not perturbed and the
electrons are treated in the linearized adiabatic approxima-
tion: ne � ne0
1� �e�=Te�� where Te is the electron tem-
perature in energy units. The following parameters will be
used: z � e2Zd=adTe; P � ndZd=n0.

The source term is assumed to be independent on the
electron density and the ratio � is assumed enough high to
neglect the contribution of the trapped ions; isotropy (de-
pendence only on r) will be assumed and normalization of
densities to n0 (n � ni=n0), distances to the ion Debye
radius (x � r=�Di, a � ad=�Di), and velocity to

���
2
p
vTi,

where vTi � �Ti=mi�
1=2 is the ion thermal speed.

The equilibrium state is defined by a dust charge Z0
d,

related parameters z0, P0, and a source-sink balance s �
n0 ��0

d;i is assumed in the equilibrium state. The equilibrium
dust charge is calculated from the modified orbit motion
limited (OML) charging equation.

Introducing the screening function  �r� as e��r� �
�e2Zd �r�=r and assuming the form n � 1� 
N�x�=x�
for the perturbed ion density, the steady-state linear ion
fluid equations have the form:
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�dr � ~�ch
d;i � ~�d;i � �n;i is the ‘‘total’’ (unperturbed) colli-

sion frequency, !pi the (unperturbed) ion plasma fre-
quency, and the function G�x� �  �x� � 
�N�x�=az0� has
been introduced. The steady-state dust charge perturbation
is calculated from the modified OML charging equation
[3]:
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Eliminating N�x� the ion equations can be reduced to the
single equation:

d2G

dx2
� k1G�x� � k2 �x�; (7)

where k1 � h0�z0 � ��, k2 � h0z0, and h0 �
�ch�dra

2P2
0�z0 � ��=
�1� z0 � ����.

The Poisson equation, taking into account neutrality in
the equilibrium state and dust charge perturbations, can
also be written in terms of the functions  �x� and G�x�:

d2 

dx2
� k3 �x� � k4G�x�; (8)
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where k3�k4�1����P0�, k4�1�h1, h1�P0���z0�=

z0�1���z0��.

The boundary conditions for the system of Eqs. (7) and
(8) are the following: (i) the asymptotic conditions G�x�=x,
 �x�=x, u�x� ! 0 for x! �1; (ii) the exact boundary
condition for the field at the grain surface, E�a� �
�eZd=a2

d, which gives the condition for the screening
function:

 �a� � a 0�a� � 1 (9)

(the prime denotes differentiation with respect to distance);
(iii) the requirement that the ion velocity at the dust surface
is given by the value ue: this gives, from Eq. (4), the
boundary condition:

aG0�a� �G�a� � �dra
2P0ue � w: (10)

The solution for the screening function has the general
form (dimensional units):

 �r� � g1e
�r=�1 � g2e

�r=�2 ; (11)

where �1 � �Di=s1, �2 � �Di=s2, and s1 > s2 are:
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In the linear regime, when the ion-dust potential energy
of interaction is smaller than the ion thermal energy
[je��a�j=Ti ’ e2Zd=aTi � z=� < 1], and the ion fluid ve-
locity is smaller than the thermal velocity �juej< 1�, the
present results for the potential are valid, in general, at
distances significantly larger than the grain-grain separa-
tion, so that discreteness of the grains can be neglected.
However, the results are also valid at distances smaller than
the grain-grain separation, if the effects of the ‘‘dust me-
dium’’ can be neglected, namely, considering the limits
h0 ! 0, h1 ! 0 and assuming that the drag is only due to
the collisions with neutrals.

The screening function is a combination of exponen-
tials with screening lengths which can substantially differ
from the linear Debye length, given by �Dlin � �Di
1�
�1� P0����1=2. Potential wells can occur if the dust
grains are sources of plasma, such that the ion velocity
at the dust surface exceeds the threshold value ue;o �
�s1

2 � k3�=�k4�dra
2P0�.

Thermionic, photoelectric, field, and secondary emis-
sion of both electrons and ions can indeed produce plasma
fluxes escaping from the grain surface. We do not discuss
in detail these processes, which depend not only on the
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FIG. 1. Plot of the screening function parameters �1, �2, g1,
and g2 vs a in a linear regime for hydrogen plasma, � � 1, P0 �
0:9, z0 � 0:843 (calculated by the charging equation), and ue �
�z0=��

1=2. The fractional contribution 
 of the term due to the
collisions of the ions with the neutrals in �dr is also shown
(dotted line). The lengths are normalized to the linear Debye
radius.

FIG. 2. The potential produced by the test dust particle for
ad=�Dlin � 0:1 (normalized to 10�3Zde=�Dlin, continuous line)
and ad=�Dlin � 10�5 (normalized to 10�5Zde=�Dlin, dashed
line) is compared to the Debye-Hückel potential (normalized
to 10�3Zde=�Dlin, dotted line). Dusty plasma parameters as in
Fig. 1.
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dusty plasma parameters, but also on the physical-
chemical properties of the grains, as well as on the imping-
ing fluxes of the photons and energetic particles. We have
only assumed that the relevant processes are not influenced
by the charge and the potential of the dust. Moreover,
ambipolar flux of electrons and ions escaping from the
grain has been assumed, such that the electric current
emitted is zero. Thus the emission processes are repre-
sented here by the single parameter ue, depending on the
balance between the incoming ions that are absorbed on the
grain, and the flux of the ions that are ejected from the
grains. Generalizations are straightforward and, in all of
the cases examined, do not affect the main results reported
here, concerning the occurrence of long range potentials,
with screening length much larger than the linear Debye
length, as well the possible formation of potential wells.

In the following estimates, Maxwellian distributions of
the velocity of the ions are considered and �n;i � �n;innvTi
for the ion-neutral collisions with cross section �n;i and nn
density of neutrals. This gives, from [11] and the defini-
tions above, �ch � 1=�2
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where �dr;n �
���
2
p
�=�a�n;iz0P0� is the contribution of the

ion-neutral collision to the drag coefficient, �n;i the mean
free path of ion-neutral collisions normalized to �Di, and
ln� the Coulomb logarithm for ion-dust collisions [13]. In
equilibrium condition, it is reasonable to assume that the
average ion energy at the grain surface, including the
potential energy, should be equal to Ti: for average ion
velocity positive at the grain surface this gives (the poten-
tial energy being approximated by the OML value) ue ’
�z0=��

1=2 > ue;o; thus potential wells occur in the overall
range of dusty plasma parameters.

Numerical results concerning the linear regime are pre-
sented here for thermal hydrogen plasma, P0 � 0:9 and
ratio of ad to the ion-neutral mean free path 10�4. Figure 1
shows the parameters �1; �2; g1; g2 and 
 � �dr;n=�dr
plotted versus the dust size. In Fig. 2 the potential produced
by the dust test particle is compared to the Debye-Hückel
potential for the two limiting cases of ion-neutral collisions
negligible or dominant with respect to ion-dust collisions.

For small dust size, such that h0 � 1, the ordering
k1; k2 � k3; k4 can be used to evaluate the coefficients
and screening lengths in (11): g1 ’ 1, g2 ’ �k4=k3�

�k2=k3� � w�< 0, s1 ’

�����
k3

p
s2 ’ k1 � �k2k4=k3�. In this

case, the potential is given by the sum of a screened
negative potential with screening length smaller than, but
of the same order of �Dlin, and a screened positive potential
with screening length much larger than �Dlin.

For thermal plasmas and small dust size the ordering
O�jg2j� � O�a2� holds if the ion-dust collisions are domi-
nant; O�jg2j� � O�a=�n;i� holds if the ion-neutral colli-
07500
sions are dominant. Thus potentials wells occur at a
distance of the order �1j ln�a

2�j and �1j ln�a=�n;i�j, respec-
tively. These distances are of the same order of the corre-
lation distances between charged grains observed in
thermal plasma experiments [5,6]. Wakefield theories re-
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quire anisotropy and cannot predict such long range po-
tentials in isotropic dusty plasmas.

It has been shown that the shielded potential around the
isolated, negatively charged grain can have an attractive
well for negative charges. This effect is due to the emission
of ions by the test dust grain and to the presence of friction
forces: the ion density distribution is nonadiabatic and the
emitted ions are much more concentrated around the grain
than in the adiabatic case, thus producing overscreening
and attraction of negative charges at distances larger than
the linear Debye length.

It is worth noting, however, that in a real, discrete system
of dust particles in plasmas the potential is formed self-
consistently, and the precise evaluation of the interaction of
two grains requires a numerical analysis.

There is a close analogy between the present result and
the attraction found among positively charged grains in the
presence of thermionic emission by numerical simulations
[7]: in both cases the emission from the grain surface of a
flux of charged particles, which have opposite sign to the
charge on the grain, produces overscreening and attractive
potentials. An accurate fit of the numerical result for the
charged grain potential found in [10] is given in [14] by the
same Lennard-Jones-like potential here obtained consider-
ing collisional and collective interactions. Shadow theories
do not include collective effects and predict unscreened
interaction potential.

The present work also suggests that attraction of dust
grains can occur in dusty plasmas of astrophysical interest:
nongravitationally bound systems, such as dust clouds
when the ionization is produced by cosmic rays, can be
formed and the attractive potential here found should be
included to evaluate the virial mass.
07500
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